Lekh 39 Part 2 Aatas duneeaa khunak naam khodhaa-i-aa.
Kal taatee thaan-dhaa har naaO.
According to Gurbani there are two distinct inter-dependent
challenges for the mortal,
‘The world of fire’
and
‘The Lord’s cool and soothing Name’
In the ‘hot world’ or ‘the fiery ocean of grief’ we have been
dying and taking birth from ages in the dark ditch or the ocean of
falsehood and attachment of materialistic doubt-fallacy - we have
been passing through many lives.
We are used to this ‘world of fire’ because from many births it
is in this ‘fire – grief – ocean’ that we while:getting involved in worldly life
suffering
bearing the heat
burning
smoldering
blistering
worrying
undergoing inconvenience
bearing the blows of Yamas
experiencing hell
have undergone extremely:painful
fearful
bitter
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personal experiences. But we are completely
ignorant
uninformed
careless
indifferent
feigning ignorance
about its innate hidden secret or its reality.
The surprising thing is that despite
burning – smouldering
shouting in pain
making hue and cry
wailing and mourning
making expressions of horror
crying in agony
in this ‘burning world’ we do not try to –
understand
know
discover
discuss
research
the cause or secret of this hidden fire nor do we get the thought of
identifying it, nor is there any need felt to do so, even though numerous
Gurus, incarnations, saints through down to earth knowledge have given us
simple advice about this ‘burning world’,
to make us understand,
to warn us and
to protect ourselves from it.
1
2
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The foolish mind has not yet reformed itself, although I have grown
weary of continually instructing it.
536
The Holy Saints preach the teachings of the Vedas, but the unfortunate
fools do not understand them.
717
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But we are so absorbed in our daily routine that we –
are feigning ignorance
are stubborn
are incorrigible
are indifferent
are careless
vis-a-vis (about) the dangerous and painful results (of this attitude towards
the burning world). Thus we are leading the life of ‘I know nothing; I
understand nothing. The world is a smouldering fire.’
In the ‘ignorance’ of our hollow and intellectual cleverness,
other than tiny self inflicted ‘burning world’ of me-mine ness, the thought of
the existence of some high
good
beautiful
decent
calm
comfortable
cool (world with)
affection for the innate divine within self
love taste
celestial music
eagerness
elation
joy
intoxication
Name
(value added) existences and the need to
understand
know
discuss
discover
research
find
the intrinsic secret of their existence
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hasn’t ever arisen, nor do we ‘believe’ in the truthfulness of (the following
words of the Guru) –
‘Cool is the Lord’s Name’
‘The Lord’s Name is soothing and cool’
‘It is rendered cool, O Nanak, by repeating the Lord’s Name’.
We read, hear, sing the Gurbani’s line – ‘This world is but fire and cool
is the Lord’s Name’ and superficially expanding our knowledge and shaking
our head we falsely convince ourselves and present to the audience religious
discourses with superficial intellectual knowledge when we ourselves are
suffering and burning in this very –
‘fiery world’
‘smouldering world’

‘pit of fire’
‘Attachment to lust is an ocean of fire and pain’
1

The Pandit, the religious scholar, reads and instructs others,
1046
but he does not realize that his own home is on fire.
Without serving the True Guru, the Naam is not obtained. You can read
until you are exhausted, but you shall not find peace and tranquility.

2

Obtaining no peace by churning of the Vedas he started scorching one
and all in the heat of his ego.
V Bh Gur 1/11

If at one end we light up flames of fire and at the other end we store up
ice, then as we go towards the fire, we will experience more and more heat
and less and less cold. Opposed to this if we turn our backs towards the fire
and move towards the ice, then the cold will increase and the heat will
decrease.
Similarly this very principle applies to our mental condition.
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As we turn our back towards the ‘Lord’s cool Name’, forget or turn
away and focus our attention on the ‘burning world’, the ‘spiritual coldness’
of the Lord’s Name becomes less and less and in the same proportion we
will deprive ourselves of the ‘Coolness’ of the ‘Name’.
4

With the passage of time, we get stuck so much in the quagmire of materialism
that we:do not remember,
do not think,
do not have faith,
do not have trust,
do not feel the need,
about the ‘coolness of the Lord’s Name’.
The following lines from Gurbani 1

Family and worldly affairs are an ocean of fire.
Through doubt, emotional attachment and ignorance, we are enveloped in
darkness.
675

2

The world is burning in the fire of Maya.
The Gurmukh extinguishes this fire, by contemplating the Shabad.

1049

3

The world is on fire; the Name of the Lord is cooling and soothing.

1291

4

The world is being consumed by this hidden fire, but Maya does not cling to
the Lord's devotees.
673

5

As is the fire within the womb, so is Maya outside.
The fire of Maya is one and the same; the Creator has staged this play.

1
2
3
4
5

921

despite
reading
listening
understanding
expounding
acquiring hollow knowledge
singing
them all our life, we do not think of saving ourselves or escaping from this ‘firegrief-ocean’! On the contrary with our false sense of cleverness we are degenerating
even further in the deep invisible ‘pit of fire’.
It is according to good or bad company that our
behaviour
interest
habits
morality
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conduct
subconsciousness
‘fate’
are formed and in all these states, bound by action and reaction, we carry out
good and bad actions and experience the consequences.
According to the company it keeps, so are the fruits it eats.

1369

Our mind having been furnt from previous lives in the ‘invisible fire’ of the
ocean of fire and sorrow has become incorrigible and is nothing more that
slag or dross. In this way the fervour of the mind has suffered death.
Therefore we are quite content and happy in this ‘invisible fire’. That is why
no thought ever occurs to come out of it.
Whenever this invisible ‘mental fire’ becomes intense or unbearable,
blame is laid on ‘others’ or on ‘God’ to lighten our mind.
Besides this, through many kinds of addictions such asalcohol
opium
ganja
tobacco
heroin
ecstasy pills
or many other ‘sensual desires’
physical pleasure
entertainment
cinema
T.V.
radio
desire of taste
indulgence in sex
dirty novels
adultry
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playing cards
gambling
gossiping
back biting
slandering
etc. we ‘please’ and ‘deceive’ our ‘mind ‘ and try to ‘forget’ our internalfire of worry
fire of hatred
flames of enmity and confrontation
envy
boiling
restlessness
pain and misery
problems of life
confusions of family life
domestic problems etc.
All these ‘recreations’ are temporary means of ‘turning away’ or
‘diverting’ the focus of the mind and engaging it on the other side or making
it forget the mental problems. With this there is a superficial type of
happiness or solace but the internal invisible ‘flames’ of the mind are not
put out and neither is any peace of mind obtained.
He harbors anxiety within himself, but to the eyes, he appears to be
happy; his hunger never departs.
319
In this way we ourselves –
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deceive our own ‘self’
waste an unlimited amount of money
ruin our health
acquire incurable diseases
indulge in bad habits
become habitual in bad ‘addictions’
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Pour oil on burning flames
pollute our character
earn bad reputation
‘dirty’ our fate
waste our invaluable life
live hell-like life
having degenerated face the yamas (couriers of death)
In the folds of all these recreations (however) there is one special ‘point’ and
that is – turn around the attention of the mind and refocus it on to the other side.
All the measures of the above mentioned pursuits are –
temporary
false
wrong
destructive
painful
going to bring dreadful results
deceiving one’s self
because they put ‘oil’ on the invisible mental flames of the mind and light up more
flames instead of decreasing or putting out the ‘invisible mental fires’.
‘The ailment worsened as more medication was given’.
Bhai Gurdas Ji has explained this condition in his ‘Vaars’ thus
1
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Hopes and desires always attracts his mind and being attracted by evil
inclination he never attains peace.
How can a manmukh extinguish fire by putting oil on it? Bh Gur V 15/9

2

Many hopes and disappointments scare man day in and day out and
the fire of desires is never quenched.



Plenty of gold, wealth, rubies and pearls are worn by man and he further
wearing beautiful silken garments scatters around the fragrance of sandal etc.



Man keeps elephants, horses, palaces, and fruit ladden gardens.



Enjoying the pleasure-giving bed along with beautiful women, he remains
engrossed in many deceptions and infatuations.



They all are fuels to the fIre and man spends life in the sufferings of hopes and
desires.



He has to reach the abode of Yama (death god) if he remains without the
perfect Guru.
Bh Gur V 15/13
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Where there is ‘fire’ – ‘coolness’ cannot stay there.
Where there is ‘coolness’ – heat is absent.
To find ‘coolness’ from the flames of fire is a ridiculous folly.
But, the surprising thing is that despite regarding ourselves as clever,
scholars with subtle intelligence, we are absorbed in making efforts of
looking for ‘coolness’ in –
‘love of fornification which is a ocean of fire and sorrow’
‘Hot world’
‘Burning world’
‘Pit of fire’
and are in the run to compete and be ahead of one another.
In this way in the doubt fallacy of ignorance we look for coolness and
calmness of our mind by indulging in –
pleasures
recreations
sensual desires
lust-anger
waves of greed
indulgence of sex
enmity-confrontation
jealousy – duality
cleverness
cunningness
hollow knowledge
intoxicants.
Although with these hollow and wrong methods we somewhat
experience mental happiness, delight and intoxication which is temporary
and wears off fast, then like the ‘deficiency’ felt by addicts, our mental
condition becomes worse and more painful compared to what it was before.
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Thus the fulfillment of temporary pleasures and sensual desires do the work
of wood, oil and petrol by lighting, heating and igniting our internal
simmering invisible fire into ‘huge flames’. We burn and fret with such
dreadful ‘flames’ and also affect others with our embers and flames by
passing on the spark to them.
In this way the continuous cycle of the furnace of our lives keeps on
moving just like the furnace for roasting grains and instead of becoming
comfortable, calm and cool after every burst of flame we in fact are
becoming –
black
ugly
incorrigible
rusty
apostate
grieved.
In addition to this we run towards religious places for mental and
spiritual ‘coolness’ but when we go there we also take along our internal
invisible mental ‘fire’.
By taking along our internal invisible mental ‘fire’ to religious places,
jealousy
duality
second love
ego
enmity
opposition
anger
grief
greed
me-miness
(the off springs of) this invisible mental fire continue to predominate and
flourish.
This condition of ours has been described in Gurbani thus –
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1

2

3

4

5

The fire of desire rages within; outwardly they apply ashes to their bodies.
There is a stone around their neck - how can they cross the unfathomable
ocean?
267
Family and worldly affairs are an ocean of fire.
Through doubt, emotional attachment and ignorance, we are enveloped in
darkness.
675
`The body is a furnace, and the mind is the iron within it; the five fires are
heating it.
Sin is the charcoal placed upon it, which burns the mind; the tongs are anxiety
and worry.
990
The great fire of desire blazes within her.
The self-willed manmukh looks around in the four directions.
1022
The home of the sinner is on fire.
It keeps burning, and the fire cannot be extinguished.

1165

6

The self-willed manmukhs are deaf and blind; they are filled with the fire of
desire.
1415

7

The 8.4 million species of beings burn in desire and cry in pain.
All this show of emotional attachment to Maya shall not go with you at that
very last instant.
Without the Lord, peace and tranquility do not come; unto whom should we go
and complain?
1416

8

The entire earth got enticed by mammon and the antics of the Kaljug put
everyone into delusion
Hatred and degeneracy engrossed the people and ego burnt one and all
V Bh G 1/7
9
A person scared of the fear of maya finally goes to the Gurdwara but if maya
afflicts him even in this place then where else can he go for solace? Kab Bh G 544
‘Fire’ and ‘coolness – are two conflicting, opposed, opposite things.
In the materialistic sphere of ‘trigun’ (three qualities), flames of mental fire are
burning. That is why it is said to be –
‘hot world’
‘pit of fire’
‘burning world’
‘ocean of fire and grief’.
In every aspect of life –
heart
mind
intellect
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body
cleverness
knowledge
poverty
prosperity
pleasures
love
meditation
penance
scripture reading
worship
determination
asceticism
service
actions
religion
laughter
crying
inclinations
anger
grief
donation
charity
sect
world
we have ourselves lighted the inferno of the ‘invisible mental fire’.
Becoming confused and distressed with this invisible ‘mental fire’ the
masses (people) in search of some ‘coolness and are
struggling
making efforts
acquiring education
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doing scientific research
cramming knowledge
studying philosophies
performing rites and rituals
performing black magic
pleasing gods and godddesses
performing worship – reading scriptures
doing ‘business’ with God
giving donation
getting support of religion
bearing hardships
crying in pain,
but even then no ‘coolness’ is found from anywhere because –
our thoughts are dispersed (scattered) externally[
the dispersed thoughts are getting materialistic heat
the mind is not still.
there is no calmness in the mind
religions are afflicted by the ‘fire’ of jealousy.
there is self interest in educational institutions.
there is the fire of jealousy-duplicity in organisations & societies

the wave of greed is rampant in offices.
there is wrangling even in ‘world bodies like the U.N.O.
In this way on all sides, in every aspect of life, flames of this
invisible fire are burning and the people burning in the ‘hidden fire’ of
the love of fornification (which is) an ocean of fire and sorrow, are
calling for help.
Oh! Where is coolness (calmness, serenity)?
The answer to the call for help of this invisible ‘world mind’ is given
by Guru Baba Ji through Gurbani thus –
1

The world is on fire; the Name of the Lord is cooling and soothing.
1291

2
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The Dark Age of Kali Yuga is so hot; the Lord's Name is soothing and cool.
288
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Seeing the yearning of the masses, Guru Baba through Gurbani gave them
hope and spiritual guidelines for life to protect them from this invisible flame –
1

O my mind, hold tight to the Support of the Lord's Name.
The hot winds shall never even touch you.

179

2

In the Lord's Sanctuary there is soothing coolness, peace and tranquility. He
has extinguished the burning fire.
210

3

But still, my burning is not quenched, without the Sanctuary of the Lord
Master.
545
Seeing that this world on fire, I have hurried to the Sanctuary of the Lord.
571
The world is drowning in the ocean of fire.
O Nanak, holding me by the arm, the True Guru has saved me.
804

4
5

6

The great fire is put out and cooled; meeting with the Guru, sins run away.
I fell into the deep dark pit; giving me His Hand, He pulled me out.
813

7

The hot wind does not even touch one who is under the Protection of the
Supreme Lord God.
On all four sides I am surrounded by the Lord's Circle of Protection; pain
does not afflict me, O Siblings of Destiny.
819

8

I have enshrined the Guru's feet within my heart,
and crossed over the ocean of fire.

865

When a small child gets hurt or is set upon by cats or dogs he utters ‘mummymummy’ or runs to the ‘mother’ – because he has complete faith that his ‘mother’
will save him from the calamity and that in the bossom of his mother there is
‘protection’ for him where no suffering or disaster can reach him.
9

Adopting the innocent mind of a child, I have found peace.

Calling Satguru for help or doing meditation with such full faith or earnest
desire is in fact going for the protection of Satguru or ‘hastening to take Lords
refuge’.
The earnest desire for the ‘protection’ of his worldly ‘mother’ is indeed the
small child’s natural innocent desire – it is not learnt or taught.
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But the innocent earnest desire like that of a child has not remained in our
minds. The reason for this is that we have become very clever and controversial.
For this reason we are not getting results of our ‘ardas’ (prayers).
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The child runs to the bossom of the ‘physical mother’. But in Gurbani
is written ‘hastening to the Lord’s refuge’- in this there is some difference
and ‘secret’ which is necessary to undersatand and unravel.
There are four separate spheres of existence of man1
2
3
4

Physical
Mental
Emotional
Spiritual

This invisible internal ‘fire’ is limited to our mental and emotional
spheres and the heat of this ‘fire’ has the effect on our bodies. These three
spheres are just matter and natural tendency of the doubt-fallacy of the
trigun materialistic sphere from which the turbulence of the mental fire
sprouts. Our soul is not influence by the trigun materialistic sphere as it is
unattached, free and pure. There fore our soul is beyond the reach of this
mental fire.
In the sphere of spiritual illumination there is pure divine –
illumination
silence-love
affection
self love
supreme bliss
spiritual colour
eagerness
word
Naam
comfort
peace
calmness.
In other words diverting our attention-focus from the kiln of the mental‘hot world’
‘burning world’
‘ocean of fire and grief’
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towards the spiritual –sphere which is
cool
peaceful
comfortable
wonderful
calm
soothing Name
is‘going towards the protection (of the Guru).
‘hastening towards the Lord’s refuge.
‘keeping the Lord’s feet in our mind’!!
From the above examples it is clear that –
the ‘Heat’ of the ‘Hot World’
or
the calmness’ of the Lord’s Name
can only be obtained through the awareness of the word.
1

The world is on fire; the Name of the Lord is cooling and soothing.
1291
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